Hamburg Invest
First port of call for startup businesses

The Hamburg Invest Startup-Unit is the new port of call for knowledge- and technology-oriented startup businesses in Hamburg. By consolidating
several different services under the umbrella of Hamburg Invest, Hamburg’s rapidly growing startup ecosystem has been professionalised even further.
Prospective entrepreneurs and new enterprises with knowledge- and technology-oriented business models are now provided with comprehensive
information and support in one place: Hamburg Invest’s new Startup Unit serves as the central point of contact for any queries regarding municipal
startup programmes, funding opportunities, as well as relevant events and networks in Hamburg.

The Startup-Unit offers the following services:
Free consultation hours for startups, at regular intervals and taking place at the hotspots of Hamburg’s startup scene, e.g. at coworking spaces and events. As
part of these sessions, prospective entrepreneurs are supplied with an initial overview of the services provided by the Startup Unit and learn about municipal and
private initiatives as well as relevant networks.
International entrepreneurs and startups interested in Hamburg as a location can make use of a free initial advisory session.
The Startup-Unit represents Hamburg on a global scale by participating in international conferences. In addition, it supports Hamburg-based startups in attending
selected conferences, e.g. by contributing as a cooperation partner and by linking them up with other partners, such as the HIW’s representative offices abroad.
The Startup Unit also acts as a competent source of information for investors, journalists and multipliers, providing comprehensive facts and figures on
Hamburg’s startup scene.
The Starter Kit supplies prospective entrepreneurs with everything they need to know when it comes to starting up a business. As well as offering tips and
recommendations e.g. on writing a business plan and onboarding new staff, the Starter Kit also comprises information on further support programmes and services
available in Hamburg.
The Coworking Map provides nascent enterprises and their teams with an interactive overview of all coworking spaces available in Hamburg, alongside information
on working environments and pricing.

Startup ecosystem in Hamburg
Hamburg records almost 100,000 new arrivals per year – among them numerous founders with fresh ideas. Little wonder then that Hamburg is considered to be a major
hotspot for the German startup scene. Flourishing local industries such as media, e-commerce, aviation, and logistics, along with strong growth in coworking spaces and
professional support services for startups – such as the Startup Unit of Hamburg Invest – ensure a vibrant startup ecosystem.
Thanks to prestigious industry events such as the Online Marketing Rockstars conference, Hamburg is also considered to be a hotspot for opinion leaders in advertising
and online marketing. At this two-day conference, more than 20,000 industry experts gain insights, expertise and inspiration regarding the latest trends in online
marketing.
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